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￭ A versatile replication and synchronization package. ￭ Database toolkit for distributed and fault-tolerant applications. ￭ Portable and extensible. ￭ Scalable architecture for various storage technologies. ￭ Open source. ￭ Designed to be easy to use and debug. ￭ Client-server model. ￭ Bi-directional data synchronization. ￭ Automatic conflict detection and
resolution. ￭ Automatic backup execution. ￭ Automatic table creation. ￭ Java API. ￭ Apache log4j output. ￭ Special characters support. ￭ Supports Windows, Linux, and Macintosh. ￭ Supports Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Firebird, and any other RDBMS. ￭ Customizable synchronization scheme. ￭ Can be clustered, replicated, partitioned, and fail-over. ￭ Can
handle heterogeneous data, complex schema, and heavy write workloads. ￭ Automatic conflict detection and resolution. ￭ Automatic backup execution. ￭ Intelligent scheduling facility for automatic task allocation. ￭ Database replication framework. ￭ Simple and easy to use. ￭ Extensible, versatile, and safe. ￭ Scalable and fault-tolerant. ￭ Server can be installed on
a single machine or cluster. ￭ Server can support multiple databases. ￭ Server can be easily clustered or scaled out. ￭ Client can be installed on a single machine or cluster. ￭ Client can support multiple databases. ￭ Client can connect to any of the servers in the cluster. ￭ Support for remote and distributed execution. ￭ Supports all popular database technologies
including Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Firebird, ODBC, MS SQL Server, and ODBC. ￭ Supports all current database technologies including Cloudscape / Derby / JavaDB. ￭ Supports all current application technologies including Swing, SWT, OSGi, JDBC, JDOM, and JAXB. ￭ Supports all current operating systems including Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X.
DBReplicator Documentation: ￭ All documentation is hosted online in the DBReplicator documentation page. ￭ The documentation includes user's guide
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- KEY_DB_USER: username for the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PASSWORD: password for the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_NAME: name of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_HOST: host name of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PORT: port number of the database where
the database is located - KEY_DB_SCHEMA: schema name of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_TYPE: database type of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_UID: user id of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PWD: password of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_DRIVER: JDBC driver
of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_DRIVER_URL: URL of the JDBC driver of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_DRIVER_QUALIFIER: java class name of the JDBC driver of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_URL: database URL of the database where the database is located -
KEY_DB_HOSTNAME: host name of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PORTNAME: port name of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PORTNUMBER: port number of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PASSSWORD: password of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_PASSWORD:
password of the database where the database is located - KEY_DB_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT: timeout value for the connection to the database - KEY_DB_READ_ONLY: read only flag of the database (0=read-write, 1=read-only) - KEY_DB_SCHEMA_CHANGE: indicates that the user has performed a schema change to the database - KEY_DB_CHANGE:
indicates that the user has performed a change - KEY_DB_CREATE: indicates that the user has created a database - KEY_DB_DELETE: indicates that the user has deleted a database - KEY_DB_RENAME: indicates that the user has renamed a database - KEY_DB_UPGR 77a5ca646e
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============== DBReplicator is a powerful piece of software specifically designed for network-based multi-master heterogeneous database replication or filtered synchronization. DBReplicator supports bi-directional data synchronization between any of the supported database backends, application independence, automatic conflict detection and resolution, a
scheduling facility, verbose debugging using Apache log4j, special characters, and automatic table creation. The following is a list of supported databases, some with more testing than others. In order to support a RDBMS, it must minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. DBReplicator Client Usage:
========================== DBReplicator requires some basic knowledge of the database software you wish to replicate. Most people use the Replicate And Synchronize Wizard and don't need to worry about the details of the database itself. If you already have a client for your database (such as a web client or desktop client), then the connection to the
server can be used by DBReplicator. Some clients may also have their own built-in replication capability. The synchronize wizard makes it easier to choose your server. If you are using the Replicate And Synchronize Wizard, the following is a list of required database settings, but the wizard should manage most of them for you. Note: In order to support a RDBMS, it
must minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. ￭ The userid and password for connecting to the database on the replica server. ￭ The default database on the replica server. The default database cannot be changed after initialization, but you can easily change it for a running server. ￭ The replication connection string used to
connect to the database on the master server. ￭ The replication connection string used to connect to the database on the slave server. ￭ The replication connection string used to connect to the database on the master server. ￭ The number of rows to synchronize between each database. ￭ The synchronization interval to use between each database. ￭ The synchronize to
keep open after synchronization is complete. ￭ The synchronize to keep open during synchronization. ￭ The buffer percentage of write traffic to apply to the master database. ￭ The buffer percentage of read traffic to apply to the master database. ￭ The buffer percentage of write traffic to apply to the slave

What's New in the DBReplicator?

DBReplicator is a powerful piece of software specifically designed for network-based multi-master heterogeneous database replication or filtered synchronization. It supports heterogeneous replication, bi-directional data synchronization between any of the supported database backends, application independence, automatic conflict detection and resolution, a
scheduling facility, verbose debugging using Apache log4j, special characters, and automatic table creation. The following is a list of supported databases, some with more testing than others. In order to support a RDBMS, it must minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. ￭ Cloudscape / Derby / JavaDB ￭ DaffodilDB ￭ DB2 ￭
FireBird ￭ MySQL ￭ Oracle ￭ PointBase ￭ PostgreSQL ￭ SQLServer Note: DBReplicator is platform-independent. DBReplicator Description: DBReplicator is a powerful piece of software specifically designed for network-based multi-master heterogeneous database replication or filtered synchronization. It supports heterogeneous replication, bi-directional data
synchronization between any of the supported database backends, application independence, automatic conflict detection and resolution, a scheduling facility, verbose debugging using Apache log4j, special characters, and automatic table creation. The following is a list of supported databases, some with more testing than others. In order to support a RDBMS, it must
minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. ￭ Cloudscape / Derby / JavaDB ￭ DaffodilDB ￭ DB2 ￭ FireBird ￭ MySQL ￭ Oracle ￭ PointBase ￭ PostgreSQL ￭ SQLServer Note: DBReplicator is platform-independent. DBReplicator Description: DBReplicator is a powerful piece of software specifically designed for network-
based multi-master heterogeneous database replication or filtered synchronization. It supports heterogeneous replication, bi-directional data synchronization between any of the supported database backends, application independence, automatic conflict detection and resolution, a scheduling facility, verbose debugging using Apache log4j, special characters, and
automatic table creation. The following is a list of supported databases, some with more testing than others. In order to support a RDBMS, it must minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. ￭ Cloudscape / Derby / JavaDB ￭ DaffodilDB ￭ DB2 ￭ FireBird ￭ MySQL ￭ Oracle ￭ PointBase ￭ PostgreSQL ￭ SQLServer Note:
DBReplicator is platform-independent.
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